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DCIG Rates ExaGrid
#1 “Recommended 

Deduplicating Backup Appliance” 
in 2018 Buyer’s Guide

ExaGrid Named “Visionary” in the 
2015 Magic Quadrant for Disk Backup 

with Deduplication Appliances

 ExaGrid Voted Network Computing’s 
“Hardware Product of the Year – 2019”

ExaGrid Voted SVC’s
“Hyper-convergence 

Company of the Year – 2018”

ExaGrid Wins Storage Awards’
“Enterprise Backup Hardware

Product of the Year – 2019”

Nutanix - Veeam - ExaGrid
Unified, Easy to Use, Low Cost Infrastructure for 
Primary and Backup Storage

Organizations are constantly seeking ways to improve performance and user 
productivity while reducing costs for hardware, software, datacenter, and IT staff. 
Nutanix, Veeam,  and ExaGrid offer the next generation of hyper-converged primary 
storage, CPU, and network; VM backups; and backup storage.

Nutanix makes datacenter infrastructure invisible by delivering an Enterprise Cloud that 
enables IT to focus on the applications and services that power their business. Nutanix converges 
storage, CPU and networking in order to reduce hardware costs as well as reduce data center 
rack space, power and cooling. Nutanix software provides for the highest user performance 
and integrated management.

Veeam offers the simplest and lowest cost hypervisor backup. Veeam greatly reduces the cost 
of backup versus traditional backup applications and reduces the amount of IT time required 
to perform backups. Veeam allows for VM boots to occur in seconds to minutes, minimizing 
downtime resulting in increased user productivity. 

ExaGrid has converged straight disk to maintain the most recent backup in a full form for fast 
VM boots, with long-term retention stored in a deduplicated form along with full appliances 
(storage, CPU, and networking) in a scale-out system to maintain a fixed-length backup 
window as data grows. 
ExaGrid offers the fastest 
backups for the shortest 
backup window and the 
fastest VM boots, and is the 
only solution that provides 
a fixed-length backup 
window as data grows.

The combination of Nutanix, 
Veeam, and ExaGrid allows 
organizations to provide 
high user productivity with 
the lowest equipment, 
software, and data center 
costs with minimal IT 
intervention. Extensive testing has occurred to ensure that Veeam backing up VMs on 
Nutanix to ExaGrid is seamless. Veeam and ExaGrid are both Nutanix Elevate Partners and are 
both Nutanix Ready certified.
  


